Introduction.
Continued fractions of the form ,< -s , , ^°(1 ~~ W»)z 1 kl(l ~~ W1)2 1 (1.1) *07oH-;---;--
where the kp and yv are arbitrary constants such that kp^0, \yp\ f^I, yp9^0, p = 0, 1, • • • , were considered by Frank [l] .1 It was shown that to every such continued fraction there corresponds a unique power series Cn-\-ciz-\-c2z2-{-■ ■ ■ such that the Taylor's series for the approximants A2p(z)/B2p(z), A2p+i(z)/B2p+i(z) agree with the power series up to and including the terms involving zp and z"-1, respectively. An algorithm was also given for the computation of the yp when the power series and the kp are given. In particular, for the geometric series (1.2) l + z + z2 + z3+ ••• and kp = 2, it was shown that7P=( -l)p/(p + 2), and the corresponding continued fraction was found to be 2-fz 1 2-fz 1 2-Hz 1 2-f$z (1.3) 1+-=------21---n\z --i + -*« -f + \z --f + -|z-.
In this paper the function to which the expansion (1.1) corresponding to the geometric series (1.2) converges is considered. In §2 the general formulas for such a continued fraction are given. Then, by examples, it is shown that several cases occur: (i) (1.1) converges over the entire z-plane2 and equals 1/(1-z) (which is the function one would expect to obtain) (Theorem 3.1), or equals an entirely different function (Theorem 3.2); (ii) (1.1) converges in different regions to entirely different functions ( §4). In this case it is shown that the continued fraction (1.3) converges to 1/(1-z) in \z\ <l/2 and to 4-1/zin \z\ >l/2. series l+z-|-z2-f-• • • . The recurrence formulas for the numerators of the approximants of (1.1) are3
By (3.4) of [1] ,
Since y42P = <7pZp+rfP_izp_1+ ■ ■ • , by equating the coefficients of zp+1, one finds from (2.1) that
By division of successive terms in (2.2), one obtains h iy
Furthermore, by elimination of ^2p-i and A2ps in (2.1), it follows that
Instead of AP(z), Bp{z), the notation A", Bp will be used throughout. [April
By substitution of successive values of p in (2.4), one has the recurrence relation
If one displays these equations for £=1,2, • • • , and multiplies them with the proper factors so that by addition the terms involving .42j,_2, A2p-4, ■ • • , A2 are eliminated on the left-hand side, one obtains the following relations with series in increasing powers of z,
Yi J or with series in decreasing powers of z,
Analogous formulas hold for the denominators B2p. Similar relations are obtained for the A2p-\ and B2p_\ from the last formula of (2.1), 
Then, by (2.2), kPyp/yp^= -1/Z7p_,, p = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Formulas (2.5) and (2.6) can be written in the form 
232]).
Proof. From (3.1), lim^ (-l)M2p = 0-P(l+0) = 1. Similarly,
and with the use of (2.7)
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When one divides by (c7"_2-Up-i)/Up-iUp-2 and takes the limit,4 then limp^M (-l)pkpypA2p^• Up^U^/it/"_2-
As an illustration of this theorem, let7j, = 7, 1-77 = /, |;| >l;then feo=l/7, kp= -\/tp, p = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Here the continued fraction converges to 1/(1-z). • ■ • is a majorant series. An analogous formula holds for B2p, and consequentlŷ
Up-.i\ is necessary so that one can prove the series has the limit z+0. Therefore,
j>->« zp L z J and hence
Consequently, the continued fraction converges to the meromorphic 
+ ...+_L_(2s),-,],
or, by summation of the terms in the bracket,
Similarly,
and therefore lim A2p/B2p = 1/(1 -z).
From (4.2) for | 2z| >1,
To compute the odd part of (1.3), one forms first with the use of (2.7) and (4.2) the relation T 2z 11
. will be used in connection with the Bp. From formula (4.7), one obtains
When one multiplies (4.7) by sin ip + l)a, (4.10) by sin ip+2)a, by subtraction and the use of the formula sin ip+3)a-sin ip + \)a -sin2 ip+2)a= -sin2 a, one finds that
One obtains analogous expressions for B2p and B2p-\ if one replaces P with Q and K with L in (4.7) and (4.11), respectively.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 will now be completed. For a real, i.e., | ft| <2, if | x\ = | ftz| <1 and x is not real, then the absolute value of the coefficient of P in (4.7) exceeds a positive bound for all values of p. Therefore, after dividing by this coefficient, one obtains as p->co the limit -P for the right-hand member of (4.7). For real values of x, the numerator of the coefficient of P in (4.7) for certain values of p becomes arbitrarily small in absolute value, so that after dividing by this coefficient one cannot be certain about the value of the limit. Similarly, the analogous formula for B2p has the limit -Q, and by simpler considerations without the exclusion of the real values of x one obtains the limits for ^42p_i and B2p~i from (4.11). Hence p-« xp-Vp/2
The corresponding expression involving 52p_i holds with K' replaced by V. Consequently,
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. Remark. As already noticed in the proof, in Theorem 4.2 for | ftz| <1 the odd part also converges for real values of z to 1/(1-z). Likewise for \kz\ > 1 the even part also converges for real values of z to |ft|2 -1/z. The question whether for |ftz| <1 the even part and for | ftz| > 1 the odd part also converge for real values of z would be a difficult problem in Diophantine approximations.
5. Observation concerning the values to which the continued fraction (1.1) converges. The above properties of the continued fraction (1.1) are connected with the following fact not already remarked in the discussion.
The approximants of (1.1) can be expanded in power series not only in ascending powers of z but also in descending powers of z. As one can verify, corresponding to the continued fraction (1.1) there existsapower series in descending powers of z, ^o+^i/z+^2/z2+ • • •, which has the property that the approximants -42p_i/7?2p-i and A2p/B2p agree with the series up to and including the term involving l/zp_1, p = l, 2, • • • . One would consider it normal if the continued fraction would be equal for small values of \z\ to the power series in ascending powers of z and equal for large values of \z\ to the series in descending powers of z. This is, for example, the case in Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. On the contrary, in Theorem 3.1 the continued fraction is everywhere equal to the series in ascending powers of z and to its analytic continuation, and in Theorem 3.2 the continued fraction is everywhere equal to the series in descending powers of z and to its analytic continuation.
